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artist statement.
Panos is a self-taught, emerging artist from Greece. Originally being
formed as an engineer, his art flair and life itself have transformed
him into a conceptual artist. Panos spent some time of his life studying
writers like Henry Miller, Jack London, Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg,
among others, charmed by the decadence of their writings.
He uses a number of mediums to give his concepts a satisfactory form.
Oil, spray, collage, photography and installations are a few of them.
Opposed to any kind of stereotype and influenced by Stirner’s
individualistic theory, Panos’ art is mainly dealing with the society
and its people. He is moving the spectator beyond the conventional way
of approaching the reality.
His core inspiration can be found in a number of social structures.
Every piece is different in execution and concept.
Panos considers art as a mean to evoke than to portray.

“Contemporary art must be unwanted to any form of power. It is a form of
attacking to anything that bothers us.”

panos antonopoulos

artwork.paintings.
P-Man

P-Man

Medium: spray & 4,480 paracetamol pills on canvas, Dimensions: 101 x 101 x 3 cm, Year: 2016

Living in a society where pills are being treated like candies, Panos uses
Pac-Man,

the

omnivorous

fun

creature

of

our

pharmacy industry and medicine over-consumption.

childhood,

as

a

critic

to
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P-Man

Pinky

Medium: spray & 3,249 paracetamol pills on canvas, Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 3 cm, Year: 2016

Living in a society where pills are being treated like candies, Panos uses
Pac-Man,

the

omnivorous

fun

creature

of

our

pharmacy industry and medicine over-consumption.

childhood,

as

a

critic

to
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P-Man

Inky

Medium: spray & 3,249 paracetamol pills on canvas, Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 3 cm, Year: 2016

Living in a society where pills are being treated like candies, Panos uses
Pac-Man,

the

omnivorous

fun

creature

of

our

pharmacy industry and medicine over-consumption.

childhood,

as

a

critic

to
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P-Man

Blinky (in progress)

Medium: spray & 3,249 paracetamol pills on canvas, Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 3 cm, Year: in progress

Living in a society where pills are being treated like candies, Panos uses
Pac-Man,

the

omnivorous

fun

creature

of

our

pharmacy industry and medicine over-consumption.

childhood,

as

a

critic

to
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P-Man

Clyde (in progress)

Medium: spray & 3,249 paracetamol pills on canvas, Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 3 cm, Year: in progress

Living in a society where pills are being treated like candies, Panos uses
Pac-Man,

the

omnivorous

fun

creature

of

our

pharmacy industry and medicine over-consumption.

childhood,

as

a

critic

to
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P-Man

Cherry

Medium: spray & 4,096 paracetamol pills on canvas, Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 3 cm, Year: 2017

Living in a society where pills are being treated like candies, Panos uses
Pac-Man,

the

omnivorous

fun

creature

of

our

pharmacy industry and medicine over-consumption.

childhood,

as

a

critic

to
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God Bless

God Bless I
In an era where religions
violently
society

dominate
and

the

human

mind,

the

(mis)interpretation

of

the holy scripts is like
an

endless

table

tennis

game, where the role of
the table has been taken
by the uneducated and the
insecure.

Darkness

everywhere

and

light

is

the

the
one

is
only
of

a

fragile surface.

God Bless is a series of
four paintings, based on
the writings of the two
most influential books of
the

human

history,

the

Quran and the Bible (Old
and New Testament).

God

Bless

I

includes

writings of the Quran in
Arabic.
Medium: oil, spray & acrylic on canvas, Dimensions: 91 x 122 cm, Year: 2015
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God Bless

God Bless II
In an era where religions
violently dominate
society and the human
mind, the
(mis)interpretation of
the holy scripts is like
an endless table tennis
game, where the role of
the table has been taken
by the uneducated and the
insecure. Darkness is
everywhere and the only
light is the one of a
fragile surface.

God Bless is a series of
four paintings, based on
the writings of the two
most influential books of
the human history, the
Quran and the Bible (Old
and New Testament).

God Bless II includes
writings of the Quran in
Arabic.

Medium: oil, spray & acrylic on canvas, Dimensions: 91 x 122 cm, Year: 2016
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God Bless

God Bless III
In an era where religions
violently dominate
society and the human
mind, the
(mis)interpretation of
the holy scripts is like
an endless table tennis
game, where the role of
the table has been taken
by the uneducated and the
insecure. Darkness is
everywhere and the only
light is the one of a
fragile surface.

God Bless is a series of
four paintings, based on
the writings of the two
most influential books of
the human history, the
Quran and the Bible (Old
and New Testament).

God Bless III includes
writings of the
Old Testament in Hebrew.
Medium: oil & spray on canvas, Dimensions: 91 x 122 cm, Year: 2017
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God Bless

God Bless IV
In an era where religions
violently dominate
society and the human
mind, the
(mis)interpretation of
the holy scripts is like
an endless table tennis
game, where the role of
the table has been taken
by the uneducated and the
insecure. Darkness is
everywhere and the only
light is the one of a
fragile surface.

God Bless is a series of
four paintings, based on
the writings of the two
most influential books of
the human history, the
Quran and the Bible (Old
and New Testament).

God Bless IV includes
writings of the
New Testament in Greek.
Medium: oil & spray on canvas, Dimensions: 91 x 122 cm, Year: 2017
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Super-Human

Medium: oil & neon light on canvas, Dimensions: 78 x 90 cm, Year: 2013

This artwork deals with the ”culture of fear”. It was initially
motivated by the high popularity of the Nazi-friendly political
party in the artist’s home country. What is the super–human
willing to sacrifice on the internal fight against fear?
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The Kid

Selfie

Medium: 10-layer hand cut stencil, spray & acrylic on canvas, Dimensions: 132 x 92cm, Year: 2018

‘Selfie’ is part of The Kid series. The Kid is a collection of artworks where Charlie
Chaplin’s homonymous character is featuring. These works seem to create their own
rules with a strong street art reference and resemblance to hero’s innocence and
illegality.
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The Kid

Slippery Life

Medium: 8-layer hand-cut stencil, spray & acrylic on canvas, Dimensions: 130 x 90cm, Year: 2017

”Slippery Life” is part of The Kid series. The Kid is a collection of artworks where
Charlie Chaplin’s homonymous character is featuring. These works seem to create their
own rules with a strong street art reference and resemblance to hero’s innocence and
illegality.
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The Kid

American Dream

Medium: 10-layer hand cut stencil, spray & acrylic on canvas, Dimensions: 131 x 68cm, Year: 2018

‘American Dream’ is part of The Kid series. The Kid is a collection of artworks where
Charlie Chaplin’s homonymous character is featuring. These works seem to create their
own rules with a strong street art reference and resemblance to hero’s innocence and
illegality.
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The Kid

Unfollow
”Unfollow” is part
of The
Kid series. The Kid
is a collection of
artworks where
Charlie Chaplin’s
homonymous character
is featuring. These
works seem to create
their own rules with
a strong street art
reference and
resemblance to
hero’s innocence and
illegality.

Medium: spray & acrylic on canvas, Dimensions: 76 x 101cm, Year: 2014
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The Kid

Escape

Medium: spray & acrylic on canvas, Dimensions: 105 x 66cm, Year: 2016

”Escape” is part of The Kid series. The Kid is a collection of artworks where Charlie
Chaplin’s homonymous character is featuring. These works seem to create their own
rules with a strong street art reference and resemblance to hero’s innocence and
illegality.
A dream for the refugees.
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The Kid

Magic Potion

Medium: spray & acrylic on canvas, Dimensions: 89 x 70cm, Year: 2016

”Magic Potion” is part of The Kid series. The Kid is a collection of artworks where
Charlie Chaplin’s homonymous character is featuring. These works seem to create their
own rules with a strong street art reference and resemblance to hero’s innocence and
illegality.
An ordinary day in a refugee village.
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The Kid

Wall Street bull

Medium: spray & nail on canvas, Dimensions: 101 x 76cm, Year: 2014

”Wall Street Bull” is part of The Kid series. The
Kid is a collection of artworks where Charlie
Chaplin’s homonymous character is featuring. These
works seem to create their own rules with a strong
street art reference and resemblance to hero’s
innocence and illegality.
With vivid reference to Jeff Koons balloon
sculptures, this artwork is a tribute to all stock
markets of the world.
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The Kid

The coppet show

Medium: spray, rope strings, wood, mannequin hand, canvas, Dimensions: 76 x varies x 15cm / 76 x 76 x 5cm
(canvas),Year: 2014

panos antonopoulos

”The Coppet Show” is part
of The Kid series. The Kid
is a collection of artworks
where
Charlie
Chaplin’s
homonymous
character
is
featuring. These works seem
to create their own rules
with a strong street art
reference and resemblance
to hero’s innocence and
illegality.
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The Kid

Balloon Revolution

Medium: spray & acrylic on canvas, Dimensions: 97 x 70cm, Year: 2015

”Balloon Revolution” is part of The Kid series. The Kid is a collection of artworks
where Charlie Chaplin’s homonymous character is featuring. These works seem to create
their own rules with a strong street art reference and resemblance to hero’s innocence
and illegality.
A dream for Gaza
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The Kid

Namaste
”Namaste” is part
of The
Kid series. The Kid
is a collection of
artworks where
Charlie Chaplin’s
homonymous
character is
featuring. These
works seem to
create their own
rules with a strong
street art
reference and
resemblance to
hero’s innocence
and illegality.
”Namaste” is a
peaceful
demonstration for
Tibet’s freedom, in
front of the
Chinese Parliament.

Medium: spray & acrylic on canvas, Dimensions: 76 x 101cm, Year: 2014
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The Kid

What’s next?
”What’s next?” is
part of The
Kid series. The
Kid is a
collection of
artworks where
Charlie Chaplin’s
homonymous
character is
featuring. These
works seem to
create their own
rules with a
strong street art
reference and
resemblance to
hero’s innocence
and illegality.

Medium: spray & paper on canvas, Dimensions: 91 x 122cm, Year: 2014, Sold
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artwork.mixed media.

Geometric Shapes

Medium: Geometric Shapes: Yellow, Medium: digital print on Hahnmuehle 310gsm, acrylic, paper, wood, glass, Dimensions: 83 x 63 x 4
cm, Year: 2016

In Geometric Shapes series a set of points and lines is connected to define a number
of geometric objects. Then, he removes basic principles like origin, location,
identity, decency to study their transformational behaviour. A number of various hues
of a unique colour are used for each work.
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The Ego and His Own
The artist is paying
tribute to the individual
ego and places it above any
type of social structure.
A group of people, in any
form (country, society,
family, religion), is
consisted of individuals
and its existence depends
on those. Therefore, it
cannot exist without them.
On contrary the individuals
do exist without it.
The title of this artwork
is from Max Stirner’s
homonymous book ”Der
Einzige und sein Eigentum”
(translation ”The Ego and
His Own”), first published
in 1844. It depicts the
word ”I” in 75 languages on
top of 240 flags.

Medium: oil on canvas, Dimensions: 91,4 x 122 cm, Year: 2013
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Home I

Medium: spray & marker on canvas, Dimensions: 152 x 122 cm, Year: 2015

Home I is a project made with the participation of the public, to highlight the
fact that a whole nation cannot return to its motherland.
At the same time that the 14th Dalai Lama and tens of thousands Tibetans in exile
cannot go home, we invited people to state ”where is their home” or ”where they do
feel like home”.
2 more painting will follow, using the major colours of the Tibetan National Flag
(yellow, blue & white). Home I was made during WOMAD 2015 music festival.
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Cat’s Game
You can never win or
lose when you know the
correct strategies of
a tic-tac-toe
game. When the game
leads to a draw it is
called the cat’s game.
Whenever a cat is
playing with its tale,
trying to catch it,
there is no win
condition, but yet it
continues to play the
game.

Medium: spray, chalk & oil on canvas, Dimensions: 101 x 101 cm, Year: 2015
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W.H.O.?
What would have happened
to Fatmata and Tata
Sesay if the Ebola virus
had not left the African
continent? W.H.O.
decided who, when and
where would be treated?
This piece was made for
the Ebola Art Exhibition
hosted by United
Nations and organized by
Sierra Leone high
commissioner In New York
on 9th and 10th of July.
An art auction will take
place and money will be
given to charity
organizations in Sierra
Leone.

Medium: spray & acrylic on canvas, Dimensions: 95 x 95 cm, Year: 2015
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CAUTION I, II & III

Medium: Spray & bank notes on metal, Dimensions: 30 x 40 cm, Year: 2013, III Sold

This trilogy has been made on material similar to the traffic signs, so
that any government or power authority is able to put it on the streets.
The prices are different based on currency. Each artwork is signed on
the back by the artist.
This series is available in limited edition of 5/I screen prints.
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artwork.mixed media.

Made in Cambodia (diptych)

Medium: Spray & garment on Fabriano paper, Dimensions: 100 x 70cm (50 x 70cm each), Year: 2014

The past gets connected with the present defining Cambodia’s destiny.
Left: The Security of Regulation as presented in the Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum in
Phnom Penn. Originally a former school, Tuol Sleng was converted into the most
notorious execution center during the Khmer Rouge time. A Khmer Rouge red and white
scarf on a black background has been scattered and used as a remembrance to the
millions of Cambodians that were tortured and died.
Right: The Shopping Regulation of our world. More than 600,000 people are working in
garment factories, owned by foreign fashion companies in Cambodia. Child labour,
malnutrition
and
poor
hygienic
conditions
are
the
daily
agenda. Made
in
Cambodia clothes have been used as a remembrance to the Cambodians who are under our
trendy dictatorship.
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Experiment in Berlin

Medium: oil & paper collage on 4 canvases, Dimensions: 120 x 90 cm, Year: 2012

Panos creates an artistic experiment in one of the most experimental
cities of the world. All the artists, philosophers, musicians, writers
and others who have influenced his perception, are meeting on an urban
landscape, with vivid reference to the German culture and history.
In every corner there is a hidden concept and a secret looking forward
to be revealed.
This piece is available in limited edition of 25/V screen prints.
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Last Supper?

Medium: oil & paper collage on canvas, Dimensions: 90 x 50 cm, Year: 2013

Was Jesus one of the first anarchists?
This imaginary party combines the past with the future. Using the
question
mark,
Panos
captures
the
wonder
of
existence
and
implementation, the continuity of a utopian situation which seems to be
the future, but in which reality, where and with whom?
Every last supper has its own ”Judas”

panos antonopoulos
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Mine

Medium: oil & manila rope on canvas, Dimensions: 76 x 51 x 6 cm, Year: 2013

”My kid, My son, My child, My daughter, My baby.” How much
advantage do we take of the fact that a 5-year old kid cannot
survive on his own?

panos antonopoulos
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Philanthropy series
Poverty cannot be solved with charity.
Philanthropy is a series consisted of five paintings.

Philanthropy I

Medium: oil on canvas, Dimensions: 45 x 60 cm, Year: 2012, Sold

panos antonopoulos

Philanthropy II

Medium: oil on canvas, Dimensions: 45 x 65 cm, Year: 2013

panos antonopoulos

Philanthropy III

Medium: oil on canvas, Dimensions: 45 x 60 cm, Year: 2013

panos antonopoulos

Philanthropy IV

Medium: oil on canvas, Dimensions: 60 x 45 cm, Year: 2013

panos antonopoulos

Philanthropy V

Medium: oil on canvas, Dimensions: 60 x 45 cm, Year: 2014

panos antonopoulos
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CAUTION
This
work
is
being
placed on floors all
around world to prevent
accidents
due
to
slippery life.
CAUTION is in a limited
edition
series
of
3
artworks, one for each
currency (€, £ and $
banknotes). The piece is
printed on both sides.
Due to the very fragile
nature of this work,
each
requested
piece
will be produced from
scratch. As such, please
allow
2-4
weeks
for
delivery.

Medium: 2cm mdf, color print, printed letters, steel, banknotes (limited edition of 3), Dimensions: 83 x 56 x 40 cm, Year: 2016

panos antonopoulos

artwork.installations.

Road to Mandalay

Medium: Dartboard, darts, paper, Dimensions: 46 x 46 x 18 cm, Year: 2014

Burma was a country where writing a poem or singing a song calling for democracy could
get you 10 years of prison. Having one of the world’s longest running civil wars, the
country is under military dictatorship since 1962. Election fraud, massive
assassinations of monks and students, genocide, imprisonment of innocent people and
much more are in the daily agenda for decades, having transformed Burma, once the
largest rice exporter in the world, among the poorest countries of the world.
The military junta was officially dissolved in 2011 but is still there, as hundreds of
political prisoners are in jail. Similarly to the majority of the dictatorships in the
developing world, western companies were financially backing the regime
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artwork.installations.

Fakevolution
Guy
Fawkes
explosives
reduced
to
social
media
clicks.
How
real
is
a
revolution,
when
it
is
confined and hidden behind a
screen?
This work is part of the V
for Versatility project of
the AthensCon festival which
has been held in Athens on
the 14 and 15th of November
2015.

Medium: Spray on V for Vendetta mask, Dimensions: 19 x 18 x 8 cm, Year: 2015

panos antonopoulos

artwork.installations.

Untitled
Inspired and influenced by
Marcel Duchamp’s ready-mades,
Panos is using a table punch
bag and a hat to create an
imaginary vibrational form of
the human face.

Medium: table punch bag, hat, Dimensions: 50 x 18 x 18 cm, Year: 2013
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On stage.
Temporary Exhibitions.

Franqueado s0.18, 24th to 27th February 2018 - Madrid, Spain
More info available at www.franqueados.es
Platforms Project, 20th to 25th May 2017 – Athens, Greece
More info available at www.platformsprojects.com

Franqueados JustMad, 17th to 28th February 2017 - Madrid, Spain
More info available at www.franqueados.es
In Art, 17th Dec to 11th Jan 2017, Zina Athanassiadou Gallery - Thessaloniki, Greece
More info available at www.zinaathanassiadou.com

Art-Athina, 26th to 29th May 2016 - Athens, Greece
More info available at www.art-athina.gr

A Light From East, 6th to 8th Nov 2015, Bond House Gallery - London, UK

V for Versatility, 14th to 15th Nov 2015, AthensCon Festival - Athens, Greece
More info available at athenscon.gr

Institute of Palestine in South Africa, 19th Oct to 29th Nov 2015 – Cape Town, SA

Contemporary Times, 24th Sept to 18th Oct 2015, metamatic:taf - Athens, Greece
More info available at theartfoundation.com

Ebola Art Exhibition, 9th to 10th July 2015, United Nations Headquarters – NYC, USA
Art-Athina, 4th to 7th Jun 2015 - Athens, Greece
More info available at art-athina.gr
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CAUTION solo exhibition, 28th Nov 2014 to 31st Jan 2015 - Berlin, Germany
More info available at kpf2012.com/panos-antonopoulos/

Passion for Freedom Festival, 5th to 15st Nov 2014 – London, UK
More info available at passionforfreedom.co.uk

#EGO exhibition for the WeArt Festival, 11th to 31st Oct 2014 - Barcelona, Spain
More info available at weartfestival.com

The Other Art Fair, 16th to 19th of Oct 2014, Brick lane & 25th to 28th of Apr 2013,
Marylebone - London, UK
More info available at theotherartfair.com

7th Paralax Art Fair, 31st May to 2nd Jun 2013, Chelsea- London, UK
More info available at parallaxaf.co

Sunny Art Center Winter Show, 29th Jan to 26th Feb 2013, Whitechapel - London, UK
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Currently Represented by.

Galeria BAT Alberto Conejo in Madrid, ES

Zina Athanassiadou Gallery in Thessaloniki, GR

Curational projects.
Art-Athina Platforms Project, 9th Art Wave, 26th to 29th Jun 2016 - Athens, Greece
More info available at art-athina.gr

Contemporary Times, 24th Sept to 18th Oct 2015, metamatic:taf - Athens, Greece
More info available at theartfoundation.com

Art-Athina Platforms Project, 9th Art Wave, 4th to 7th Jun 2015 - Athens, Greece
More info available at art-athina.gr
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Press.
Artwork used as official cover image for Tibetan singer’s debut single album, October
2015
http://ngawanglodup.bandcamp.com/album/gratitude-single
Interview held for Presspop cultural magazine, September 2015
http://www.presspop.gr/articles/2015/09/08
Interview held for the 21st issue of Unfolded Magazine, July 2015
http://issuu.com/unfoldedmag/docs/issue_21/1?e=2213107/13919890
Featured in Contact Magazine, a publication for Tibetan
Information, published in Dharamsala, North India, October 2014
http://www.contactmagazine.net/tib-headline/art-tibet/

issues

&

Community

Interview for the Greek website thouseandnews.gr, June 2014
http://www.thousandnews.gr/blog/38-culture/79445-panos-antonopoulos-i-texni-einai-enaeidos-ektonosis-tou-einai-sou.html
Interview for Juicebox #2, January 2014
http://panosantonopoulosdotcom.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/cebaceb1cf84ceb1ceb3cf81ceb
1cf86ceae1.jpg

Further action.
October 2014 - Caution III limited print donation to the city of Jodhpur in India
October 2014 - Namaste limited edition of 1 giclee print donated to Students for Free
Tibet offices in Dharamsala, India
February 2013 – Founded 9th Art Wave, a conceptual art collaborative
9thartwave.com

Contact.
Web

panosantonopoulos.com

Email panos@9thartwave.com
Tel

+34 646803558 | +44(0)7784272328

